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MaGMA is an acronym and the name of a privatelyheld art collection based in Singapore. The MaGMA
Collection has been lovingly assembled by two
passionate collectors over the past decade and
presently boasts more than 300 works of primarily
Asian contemporary art in different media. At the heart
of MaGMA’s origin is a profound and life-changing
encounter in 1999 with a Roy Lichtenstein painting,
Desk Calendar (1962). The encounter, opening act of
The Calendar Story, marked an early and spectacular
milestone for two lives coming to union and the
subsequent building of a contemporary art collection.
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Maybe a painting can save a life.
One changed mine.
Compte de Faits
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FOREWORD
“A few things about the Calendar,
all coming from my heart.”

Maria Giuseppina Caccia Dominioni Panza,
daughter of foremost collector Count
Giuseppe Panza di Biumo, first owner of Roy
Lichtenstein’s Desk Calendar.
We grew up in Varese, our countryside house,
where we used to spend a large part of our
vacations. We lived with the Rothkos, the
Rauschenbergs, the Oldenburgs, the Klines, the
Rosenquists and of course the Lichtensteins. All
these works are deeply linked to my life and when
I still have the chance to see them, they bring to
my memory more peaceful older times. Wonderful
days spent running and playing in front of them.
There were a few of these works we loved very
much like Rauschenberg’s Untitled Combine with
the hen and most of the Oldenburgs, but there
were a few that frightened us like Oldenburg’s
Bride, that we called the blood-stained bride and
Lichtenstein’s Cézanne. It was so serious, looking
at all what we did. Everything else was there
looking at us and hoping not be damaged by
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our games. We passed in front of them everyday,
several times, but we didn’t pay a great attention,
they were part of our lives.
The Lichtensteins were hung in the corridor
going from our bedrooms to the kitchen, so we
used to pass in front of them many times a day. I
remember, already grown up, standing in front of
them and wondering why my father loved them
so much. They were beautiful, he loved them,
but they reminded me so much of comics. The

Giovanna and Giuseppe Panza di Biumo with their daughter
Giuseppina.

The Lichtensteins as originally installed at Villa Panza, Varese, Italy, early 1960s.

problem was that what they reproduced was not
very much related to comics, it was not funny
at all: the Cézanne portrait, all black and white;
the red slab of meat, so big; The Grip held in that
strong hand and The Calendar. Very common
objects, used by everybody and shown as
beautiful objects. It was so strange to me at that
time! Now it’s different.

the left? Whose phone number is it? What do the
numbers mean? We didn’t know. All this gives us
the chance to create our own stories beautiful or
sad. So all what is in it, floating in a timeless space.
And then, one day you, Mark and Guillaume, go
to MOCA and you find your lives linked inside
this work. It’s magic, what was considered unreal
becomes real.

The Calendar was one of my favourites: I loved
looking at it, at the dates, to try to understand
what was written and why. They could hide
something serious and secret, somebody else’s
secret, or something nice and funny. Why has he
inscribed in a circle and with an arrow, the day on

This is the magic of art.
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INTRODUCTION
D’aimer et de faire

Pascal Payen-Appenzeller, théologien et
critique d’art.

que Dieu lui annonce sous le nom d’artiste, est une
révélation qui établit un ordre.

Parler de l’œuvre quel que soit le point de vue
consiste à critiquer, analyser, décrire, comparer,
plein d’infinitifs qui pourraient contenir l’infini…

L’ordre de l’art est une mise à la raison du chaos,
dont l’ensemble des composantes constitue
un labyrinthe qui, au lieu de nous perdre, nous
permet de rejoindre le jour de l’exposition à
laquelle vous participez.

Le point de vue est en l’occurrence le point de vie.
Les collectionneurs sont les auteurs de l’œuvre
qu’ils révèlent après qu’elle ait tendu le voile du
mystère.
Puisqu’il s’agit ici d’égrener le chapelet des points,
partons du point de départ. Nous avons rendezvous avec notre histoire à l’instant où notre esprit
est orienté.
Alors le récit que nous propose le livre ouvert par
notre quête intime (secrète) trouve son compte
précis non de péchés et bonnes actions mais en
forme de carte d’identité.
Un certain jour, Guillaume Lévy-Lambert s’est
vu naître à deux, puis à un, et ce qu’il savait mais
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On sait que l’Espace peut se figurer et que
l’architecte y compris par les illusions d’optique,
nous y fait habiter comme raison d’absolu
gouverne l’apparent chaos.
Mais le temps est une abstraction d’horloge dont
l’aboutissement porte le nom de la mort. Ce
qu’a exploré et là nous entraîne cette collection,
n’a rien à voir avec l’espace. Tout y est code et
énigme. Sauf à posséder la clef, ou plutôt à l’être.
Cette expérience est unique car elle s’accumule et
strate sur strate s’élève vers une création telle une
montagne du Sinaï.

MaGMA 2002: En Quête

Pour une fois nous échappons à l’héroïsation et à
la monétisation. Le point où se réunissent les fils
du destin et où ils chauffent à blanc soleil, est un
centre aux valeurs de troisième œil et de nombril.
Le spirituel dont est empreint ce voyage, a
des grâces d’une sensualité aussi prégnante et
douloureuse qu’un parfum de sel sur les rivages
de la Mer Morte.

Inoubliable mémoire, je t’invoque comme cette
essence captée en un point du temps pour se
retrouver du côté du futur que l’exposition de
Paris accroche dans des ordres successifs comme
un Tarot. Aux visiteurs l’interrogation. Comme un
point d’écho.

Comme on remarquera, l’auteur de ces lignes
ne cite ni titre ni dates. Car le sens comme flèche
verticale nous reliant au temps hors du temps et à la
voix des silences est enfin rendu à l’homme qui se
voit contemplé par l’image qu’il regardait.
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AN INTERVIEW
with Mitchell Lichtenstein

Roy and Mitchell Lichtenstein in 1964.
© Dan Budnik

Mitchell Lichtenstein is the son of Roy
Lichtenstein. He is an American actor, writer,
producer and director and starred in Ang Lee’s
movie The Wedding Banquet.
MaGMA Mitchell, how do you situate Desk

Calendar in your father’s career?
mitchell lichtenstein It’s one of his most

personal paintings, one of the very few that contain
any personal information. Typically, he is very
careful to erase any sign of the personal (at least
overtly). Desk Calendar is a bit of an anomaly that
way, and because of that it’s one of my favorites.
MaGMA You were a toddler when the work

was produced, and it was immediately sold to
Mr Panza in Italy; when and how did you first
become aware of this work? Did your father
ever share anything about it?
mitchell I don’t remember when I first saw it,

but have just sort of always been aware of it. He
never discussed it with me.

MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY

MaGMA This work includes auto-biographical

MaGMA What did you feel when you first heard

MaGMA The story that we are telling is one that

references: “call Stan” refers to a painter
friend of your dad; I. Wilson is Isabel Wilson,
your mom; 212-288-4820 was Leo Castelli’s
phone number. Are you aware of any other
work of Roy Lichtenstein that has such overt
references?

of The Calendar Story through Bruce early 2002
and then when we met early 2003?

highlights the intrinsic power of art to affect,
to define and to shape lives. Have you found
similar profound experiences with others in the
course of being involved in your father’s works
and in your own career?

mitchell As far as I know, this is the only work

with overt personal references.
MaGMA Are you aware of anything special that

occurred to your dad on May 21, 1962?
mitchell If that date has any special meaning, it

is still a mystery.
MaGMA The date circled on the painting,

October 26, is also your stepmother Dorothy’s
birthday; yet, your father and Dorothy only met
in 1964. How do you explain this?
mitchell It wouldn’t surprise me if he had the

date of his own birthday wrong, which is the 27th.

mitchell I thought you were one of the most

romantic people I’d ever met.
MaGMA What did your father think of you

playing Simon in The Wedding Banquet?
Mitchell: He was very supportive of all my acting
work, and he got a kick out of the movie. We were
all surprised by how popular it became.
MaGMA Do you believe that indeed, somehow,

Calendar was created for me?
mitchell I believe he did all of his paintings for

mitchell I’ve found that many people have

been profoundly influenced by my father’s work,
but not in the same way, or to the degree that
MaGMA has.
MaGMA What do you make of providence as a

form of divine direction?
mitchell I think there are many ways to read

events, and providence is one of them.

himself. But then, I have yet to hear a voice telling
me differently.
MaGMA Have you ever discussed all this with

Dorothy?
mitchell We have remarked on the October 26

date, and she is unable to explain it.
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AN ESSAY
MaGMA:
The emotional profundity
of collecting

Evelyn Lin, Head of Contemporary Asian Art,
Sotheby’s.
I have come to know the collectors behind MaGMA
for many years. When I first saw their exhibition
Fairy Tales in Singapore, I was very surprised
and excited. Every work in the exhibition was
accompanied by a personal story that truly shows
their passion in art as well as life. I think there is no
better place to demonstrate the true meaning of
art collecting and exhibit the ways in which it could
change your life. I respect the collectors’ effort and
deeply appreciate their creativity on breathing
new life into the artworks. Thus, when I knew they
would like to have these works exhibited in Europe,
I did not at all hesitate to offer my help. Sotheby’s
is honoured to take this amazing story to a wider
range of audience and wish these moving tales
could be told time after time.
Presented by MaGMA, The Calendar Story is an
exhibition governed by an intricate system of
digits and dates; of tales of frivolities and fervour.

MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY

As with many others, I am greatly impressed
by the works, which is made up largely of
Contemporary Chinese paintings, with the likes
of Zeng Fanzhi, Yue Minjun, Wang Guangyi, Yang
Shaobin and Ji Dachun, as well as some works by
Southeast Asian artists and European artists. This
amazing collection begins with a fateful encounter
by the duo with Roy Lichtenstein’s Desk Calendar
(1962) in 1999 at the Museum of Contemporary
Art in Lost Angeles, which is recounted in
MaGMA 2126 Honeymoon at the Mondrian, the
opening act and one of the many episodes in The
Calendar Story. The work is certainly an anomaly
in Lichtenstein’s œuvre and described by his son
Mitchell Lichtenstein as the only work “with overt
personal references”. Desk Calendar crystalised a
link between the two collectors, bringing them
together through the dates it depicts. Inexplicably,
each of the collectors’ birthdays appears in Desk
Calendar; one being the exact date and year the
calendar is opened on, the other mysteriously
circled to the left of the piece. This fateful visit to

YUE MINJUN, Romanticism & Realistic Series No. 4, acrylic on fiberglass sculpture, executed in 2003, 98 x 60 x 95cm, MaGMA Collection

MOCA was the first museum visit the collectors
ever embarked upon together, and until this day
the mystique that enshrouds the artwork has
paved the way for an almost fifteen year union
between the two collectors that form MaGMA.
It is thus endearing to see a reproduced form of
Desk Calendar appearing and featured within The
Calendar Story.
For us as the viewers, this experience epitomises
the very essence of The Calendar Story, where

series of different memories, accompanied by
snippets of texts, resurge and flood into our
understanding of the artworks. Moreover, the
visual experience of viewing the pieces like a
book — thanks to the open-book-like panels on
which the pieces are mounted upon — deepens
the theme of the narrative. There is much to be
learnt from this way of collecting; the emotional
profundity behind each piece is as important as
the pieces themselves.
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Desk Calendar crystalised a link between the
two collectors, bringing them together through
the dates it depicts.

Some key pieces that feature in the exhibition
include early Zeng Fanzhi works, such as the 1997
Mask No. 6. When viewed with the episode called
MaGMA 0300 The Wizard of Oz, the artwork takes
on a dreamy quality, the vivid yellow hues of the
work’s background reminiscent of the movie’s
Yellow Brick Road. Mask No. 6, which exhibits the
most well-known aspects of Zeng’s motifs, namely
the mask, is a piece that looks both forward
and back. While it contains the mask, the most
potent symbol in the artist’s body of works, it
also displays Zeng’s more refined techniques,
where rough lines give way to smoother finishes.
Beneath the smooth gleaming surfaces however,
what we find is the artist’s contempt for urban life,
which he saw as disingenuous and hostile.
An even earlier Zeng piece is Pink 2, an extension
of another of Zeng’s renowned series, the Meat
Series. When we experience this visceral artwork
accompanied by the tale recounted in MaGMA
2612 What’s God trying to tell us? — an episode
involving the collectors and a tsunami — Pink
MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY

2 takes on an apocalyptic quality; the gaping
mouth and wide eyes of the figure adding to
the horror of the reclining figure, bracing himself
perhaps for an impending disaster. These Zeng
pieces are integral to our in-depth understanding
of the Contemporary Chinese artist who has now
taken the art world by storm.
Aside from the wide range of Chinese
Contemporary artists, the MaGMA Collection is
also home to a broad range of artistic mediums
and movements, such as Yue Minjun’s 2003 work,
Romanticism & Realistic Series No. 4, a piece that
exhibits the tell-tale Yue Minjun symbol — the
smiling figurines. A crucial artist in the Cynical
Realist art movement, Yue’s works depict his
dissatisfaction with society through the ironic
grins of his characters. At the same time, we also
find the presence of Chinese Political Pop Art
movement through Wang Guangyi’s Faithful Face
No. 1. Wang’s works comprise a mixture of Chinese
revolutionary icons and critiques of capitalism and
Western values. MaGMA 5678 Jeanne de Manille,

ZENG FANZHI, Pink No. 2, oil on canvas, painted in 1993, 132 x 156cm, MaGMA Collection

which is paired with the piece, is an episode
that combines religious experiences, Joan of Arc
and an unknown woman from Manila. When
considered this way, Faithful Face No. 1 takes on a
purposeful quality, the poster-like face rendered
perhaps all the more ironic.
A chapter from each of the collectors’ lives dwells
in every piece and episode of The Calendar Story,
as raw emotion and memories are unveiled to
us. It exudes a manner of collecting that can
inspire many other Asian collectors of Chinese
Contemporary Art, as well as any collector
worldwide. This collection far surpasses a
purpose as mere repository of temporary trinkets,

constantly alternating between buying and
selling; rather, it is an assemblage of works that is
intimately tied to the collectors’ lives, reflecting
their own personalities and preferences, bound
ceaselessly to dozens of private anecdotes. It is
precisely these profound connections that one
unquestionably feels when taking in the MaGMA
Collection that solidifies its validity as not only
a formidable collection of important artworks,
but also a cistern of personal memoirs, worthy of
praise and emulation.
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SCENOGRAPHY
Eight diptychs for
a portable exhibition

Jean-François Milou, lead partner of Studio
Milou Architecture, chief architect of the
upcoming National Art Gallery, Singapore.
In June 2009, I was in Singapore working on the
construction of the new National Art Gallery, a
project which aims to create a major museum of
the visual arts that will be open to every form of
art and to the widest possible public. It will bring
together the two most important colonial-period
buildings in Singapore, the former Supreme Court
building and the City Hall.
The project is a laboratory for new museological
ideas, and it has led us to work on relationships
to works of art that are non-intimidating and
that make art something to be enjoyed. In one of
the exhibition designs that we worked on at the
time, we thought about works of art being simply
placed on the floor, like in an artist’s studio. In
another design dating from the same period, the
artworks were hung at a level at which they could
be directly viewed by children. In another design,
each artwork had a separate space dedicated to it.
MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY

It was at this time that I met the MaGMA
collectors again in the area of Singapore in which
we were then living. I also had the chance to view
their collection. From the very beginning, MaGMA
was very much open to the idea of working on
the relationship between works of art and the
surrounding space, and one day they came to see
me in order to work on a concept for an exhibition
of important works from their private collection.
These works would be presented as part of a
narrative that would cast an intimate light upon
the way in which the collection and the events
of a lifetime had come together to make up a
“major narrative” for the collectors. The form of the
narrative would be fragmented into a series of
“small narratives” built up from each of the works
presented, like double pages drawn from a larger
book of images.
We responded to MaGMA’s wishes by creating
an environment for each work that was inspired
by a double page and was both respectful and
protective. The project finally came together in

the form of a series of cases, one for each of the
works exhibited.
Each of the cases opens up like a diptych, with
the artist’s work on one side and an episode of
Fairy Tales on the other. Once closed up again, the
cases can be returned to the reserves, or they can
be put on a plane and sent to a new exhibition
site. Alternatively, they can be simply opened up
once again and shown as they are, situated in
space individually or as a group.
Each diptych is built to the scale of the work it
contains, some being as large as cathedral doors
and others as small as a jewel box. All of them
have their own place in the house where the

collection is kept, whether standing on the floor
or set on a table. However, in the exhibition the
diptychs will all be stood on the floor, where
they can enter into dialogue with each other.
Arranged in this way, they will be indifferent to
the visitors’ gaze, even as visitors will want to
linger, intrigued by the smallest among them.
The diptychs will thus serve as the mounting for
an exhibition, or as a small portable museum.
The exhibition to be held by MaGMA in Paris will
be the second occasion on which the first eight
prototypes of these cases will be presented.
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THE MAGMA COLLECTION
“How objects are handed on
is all about story-telling.”
– Edmund de Waal, The Hare With Amber Eyes: A Family’s Century of Art and Loss

VU DAN TAN, Amazon Breast Plates, aluminium sculptures executed in 2002, approximately 50 x 20 x 65cm each

Aux Visiteurs
The MaGMA Collection is a personal story and
an adventure. It begins with the serendipitous
encounter with Roy Lichtenstein’s Desk Calendar in
Los Angeles and it unfolds across three continents
over the past 15 years with the parallel building
of our collection of Asian contemporary art. Many
have asked us what the purpose of collecting is.
For us, the answer is simple, to tell our story and
to leave a legacy such that the story can still be
told, long after we are gone.

not our intention to do so. For us, collecting adds
another layer of significance to the artwork, a
layer of patina that imbues the artwork with more
stories, textures and meaning that complements
the original expression by the artist. We sincerely
hope that The Calendar Story will have the power
in each of its intriguing episodes to extend what
has been a personal narrative, into a compelling
story of life, love, fate and the quest for truth that
will touch you.

An earlier presentation of this exhibition was held
in Singapore in 2010 and we are honoured to
have the opportunity to present it again at this
spectacular venue in Paris. This exhibition is the
culmination of years of imaginative visioning,
meticulous research, adventurous collecting and
most importantly of all, an unwavering belief in
the power and actuality of divine providence.

Today, the MaGMA Collection has over 300 works
of contemporary Asian art and it continues to
grow. The story is unfinished and it continues
to evolve. New episodes will be written as we
go on with our lives and our collecting. The two
are merrily intertwined and that is our purpose
and joy of collecting.

The collector has come out as an artist: each work
is accompanied and transformed into a diptych
by an episode in our story. Does it detract from
the original significance? We hope not and it is
MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY

We hope that you will enjoy our story.

Mark Goh
MaGMA Collection

Jean-Hubert Martin m’écrit : « Je ne connais pas
de collectionneur exclusivement spéculateur.
Ceux que je connais sont animés de passions
diverses : accumulatrices, fétichistes, obsédantes,
délirantes, cognitives… On peut ainsi collectionner
pour trouver des correspondances avec sa propre
existence (hasard objectif ?). Ces œuvres deviennent
des pièces à conviction où on ne peut s’empêcher
de déceler une relation de cause à effet, qui leur
confère une valeur magique. Si elles justifient le
passé, ces constellations intellectuelles peuvent
aussi prédire l’avenir et devenir des oracles. »
Quelques semaines après notre rencontre il
y a près de 15 ans, Mark et moi avons décidé
de collectionner sérieusement, avec l’objectif
d’exprimer notre gratitude pour l’épisode si
romantique du Calendrier, et de laisser une trace de
cette histoire naissante, n’étant pas sûrs de compter
sur les petits-enfants de nos petits-enfants pour
parler de papy, mamie et du tableau magique.
L’univers de l’art contemporain chinois s’est
imposé à nous ; Mark, Singapourien d’origine

chinoise percevait clairement l’influence du pop
art à qui nous devions tant, et moi, en Asie depuis
1986, me sentais comme à Paris fin XIXème où
nous aurions eu un impact direct sur la capacité
des impressionnistes à créer.
Depuis la collection s’étend géographiquement,
ainsi ces sculptures du Vietnamien Vu Tan Dan.
Nous hésitions ; l’artiste dont nous ignorions
tout est mort le jour où nous avons confirmé
l’acquisition. The day we buy, the artist dies,
un MaGMA moment caractéristique de notre
histoire toujours en marche, avec sa rencontre
spectaculaire entre une œuvre d’art qui nous
touche personnellement et la providence divine.
Que Sotheby’s en soit chaleureusement remerciée,
nous offrons avec joie au public parisien une
sélection essentielle de nos 300 enfants, tous
adoptés selon trois critères : esthétique (veut-on
vivre avec ?), résonance (nous appelle-t-elle ?), et
transmission (se laissera-t-il approprier ?).
Guillaume Lévy-Lambert
MaGMA Collection
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À nos amours

À VOUS

SELF-PORTRAIT OF
THE COLLECTOR BY
ANOTHER ARTIST

C’est moi, chez moi,
ce collectionneur
qui adore raconter
L’Histoire du Calendrier,
un devoir sacré.

Bonjour; welcome to my quest.

Un jour, je racontais ainsi
avoir entendu
la voix de Roy Lichtenstein (disparu),
un gars roule les yeux,
me mettant mal à l’aise.

I am one of those multi-tasking businessmen,
at work here in my abode.
Do we all have an inner Ganesh?
How do we access his power?
My Cartesian view of the world imploded
after discovering a painting
that is really
like a portal to another dimension.

Vous me croyez fou ?

Thanks to Roy!

Non non,
s’excuse-t-il devant son ami ébahi,
moi, j’ai entendu
la voix de mon père.

I feel a sacred duty to share this story.

DAVID CHAN • CEO Of Categories • oil on canvas, painted in 2007 • 150 x 180cm •
MaGMA Collection
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ÉQUATION

FAIRY TALE BOY

300.000 bébés seraient nés le 21 mai 1962,
pour 3% d’entre eux le 26 octobre, une date clé.
5% ont voyagé à Los Angeles,
dont 5% ont visité le MOCA,
et la moitié auraient vu le Calendrier.

As this true story begins on New Year’s Day,
I am in Vancouver,
recovering from the break-up with Mr Choufleur.

Triturant encore des statistiques au basilic,
sans y faire entrer :
– que nous venons de nous rencontrer
– que Lichtenstein est mon peintre préféré,
je suis conforté dans l’idée
d’être confronté
à une simple curiosité.
La perfection de ma compatibilité
avec Rayon de Lune
est tout de même stupéfiante ;
une fois améliorée ma comptabilité,
je saurai que Lichtenstein
vaut bien Einstein.

Statistics reassure me re: Mr Right.
Assume, if you will,
a conservative 5% of the male population
with a similar disposition,
20% in the right age group,
10% that I could conceivably fantasise on,
5% who might find me attractive,
10% who would be single and available,
and apply this to 4.5 million people in Singapore.
I see this awesome rainbow behind the totems.
Six months and eight days later,
Moonbeam enters my life.

YANG SHAOBIN • Lovers • oil on canvas, painted in 1994 • 100 x 110cm •
MaGMA Collection

MaGMA: THE CALENDAR STORY
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AUX ANGES
À LOS ANGELES

HONEYMOON AT
THE MONDRIAN

Amoureux tout frais
depuis un mois à peine,
dans le premier musée
que nous visitons ensemble,
à l’autre bout du monde
pour nous Français ou Singapourien,
une toile de mon artiste préféré.

Five months to the new millennium,
we stumble upon a painting of a desk calendar
by Roy Lichtenstein,
my favourite artist,
at the MOCA in Los Angeles.

La date en haut me saisit d’abord :
21 mai 1962, jour de ma naissance.
Point de trou rouge au côté droit,
mais à gauche, un planning de l’année ;
une date, une seule, encerclée,
et une flèche la signale.
Rayon de Lune s’exclame :
October 26, it’s my birthday!
Voici le tableau,
comme si j’avais gagné le gros lot.

It depicts a table calendar
turned to the pages of Monday, May 21, 1962,
the very day of my birth.
I see this instantly. I feel I’m on the moon.
Moonbeam sees another date
circled on the left, October 26,
and screams, “It’s my birthday!!”
We’ve barely met one month ago,
half way around the world
and this is the first museum
we ever visit together.
It’s like we’ve just won $100 million at a lottery.
Popol, my best friend,
whistles the Twilight Zone theme.
He must know.

ROY LICHTENSTEIN • Desk Calendar • oil on canvas, painted in 1962 • 179 x 124cm •
The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles • The Panza Collection • © Estate of Roy Lichtenstein
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LES VIES
Mon amie Diane, chasseresse,
me branche avec ce journaliste
qui m’inclut dans un top 50 de l’après 2000
et la photo explique
qu’après 13 ans j’ai quitté la banque car
je ne crois pas à la réincarnation,
et je veux une deuxième vie, ici.
Quelques mois plus tard, un flash sur la Shoah ;
j’ai débloqué un chakra.

AMOUR ET HUMOUR
A headhunter friend, aptly named Diane,
hooks me up with this journalist
who quips how after 13 years
I left the world of investment banking because
I don’t believe in reincarnation –
and I want a second life in this life!
My paternal grandmother lived till 108.
Her divine motto: love and laughter.

YUE MINJUN • Untitled • oil on canvas, painted in 1997 • 42 x 42cm (each) triptych •
MaGMA Collection
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LA CONFUSION
DES GENRES

JEANNE DE MANILLE

Rayon de Lune et moi avions vu avec émotion
Jeanne d’Arc de Luc Besson,
peu de jours avant que j’entende Roy.

Where I grew up,
hearing voices was amongst those things
unheard of at the dinner table.

Quelques années plus tard, à Manille,
l’Ambassadeure, pleine de feu Renée Veyret,
prête à se battre contre des pirates qui m’assaillent
déclare : « Monsieur, je suis votre homme. »

The week before Roy spoke to me,
we watched Luc Besson’s moving Joan of Arc,
his take on the young girl from Domrémy
who heard the voice of saints
instructing her to assist the Dauphin of France,
our heir to the throne,
and drive out the English from France.

Dans ses yeux, la passion de Jeanne.
Oh, when the saints go marching in…

My movie mogul friend
rightly says that films can be religious experiences.
A good couple of years later, in Manila,
I meet this small, intense woman,
ready to fight with me
against fraudsters that attacked Publicis.
She interrupts my briefing after one minute,
looks straight at me and declares,
Monsieur, I am your man.
In her eyes: the passion of the saint,
ready to file a brief at the Supreme Court.
Oh, when the saints go marching in…

WANG GUANYI • Faithful Face No. 1 • oil on canvas, painted in 2004 • 120 x 150cm •
MaGMA Collection
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PREUVE PAR NEUF

THE WIZARD OF OZ

Je tiens une vidéo de Garçon d’Honneur,
où son fils Mitchell tient le rôle principal,
quand j’entends une voix, celle de Roy
mort depuis deux ans et cinq mois,
me dire Le Calendrier je l’ai peint pour toi.

We’re in Sydney for Mardi Gras.

Nous étions en Australie,
alors le mari de Dorothy
devient mon Magicien d’Oz.
Récemment à la librairie de Tate Modern,
à côté de la pile de catalogues,
un Lichtenstein raconté aux enfants
cite en sa page 9 sa thèse de doctorat :

A pile of videos of The Wedding Banquet
is stacked in a record shop on Oxford Street.
As I hold one of them,
I see the name Mitchell Lichtenstein
and it hits me;
I hear a voice, inside my head,
somewhere behind the neck.
It’s Mitchell’s late father, Roy,
speaking to me as if I always knew him,
“Guillaume, this painting, I did it for you”.
Moonbeam laughs, he thinks I partied too much.

An ode to the Wonderful Wizards of Art,
Sing of Klee’s secret glee,
And of Picasso’s electric expression.

ZENG FANZHI • Mask No. 6 • oil on canvas, painted in 1997 • 130 x 150cm •
MaGMA Collection
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COMING OUT

PREMONITION

Le célèbre Roy a 70 ans.
Mitchell tourne le film d’Ang Lee.
S’il prend ce rôle dans un film pionnier,
il doit être gay et son père l’accepter.

Factor in Mitchell Litchenstein’s part,
Simon interestingly,
in The Wedding Banquet,
Ang Lee’s historic comedy.
Desk Calendar in our lives
is now completely improbable. Yet…

Dans mon calcul de probabilité,
Garçon d’Honneur,
l’histoire d’un Occidental et d’un Chinois,
comme Rayon de Lune et moi,
devient « certificat d’authenticité ».
L’artiste bonne fée avec le Calendrier
prouve notre Père, D.ieu.
Le vois-je, de ma paire d’yeux ?

Early evening in Singapore
on September 11, we attend a preview
of a film starring Danny de Vito,
What’s the Worst That Could Happen?
Why is all this happening to me?
I worry occasionally.

Mon ex-patron me dit un peu brouillon,
messy, disons.

AGUS SUWAGE • Idealism • oil on canvas, painted in 2000 • 100 x 100cm •
MaGMA Collection
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DES SAINTS

PROUSTIAN MOMENT

Un 29 juin Marianne est née,
46 Faubourg Saint-Honoré,
un 29 juin elle s’en est allée…

In Zermatt,
on the way to a symposium on creativity,
an elegant woman
walks ahead of me in the snow
and loses one glove, then another.

Sœur de Pierre Bernard,
épouse de Paul Lazard,
qu’a-t-On voulu signifier,
ma Granny adorée,
avec ce doublement dans ton calendrier ?
En ma possession, un seul de tes dessins.
On y voit Zermatt,
dans un moment proustien.

I pick them up.
At the opening dinner
we happen to be seated together
and I share The Calendar Story.
She interrupts me, mesmerised,
and says: “My name is Mad Stein;
with me, you’re half way to Lichten-stein”.
Her ex-boss is a friend of Mitchell’s.
Madeleine is from Chile.
And she is hot.

MARIANNE BERNARD • Book Cover • mixed media on paper, painted in late 1920s • 17 x 24cm •
MaGMA Collection
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AU TRAVAIL !

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

An 2004, le 26 décembre,
sur un îlot proche de Phuket,
exposés mais protégés,
je réfléchis à ma priorité :
écrire l’Histoire du Calendrier.

Shortly before turning 13,
I refused to do my bar mitzvah.
Grandpa offered an automobile
but I would not be bribed.

Des mois plus tard, pas avancé.
Un cauchemar me menace :
des proches sont avalés
dans un nouveau raz-de-marée.
Secoué, je pense à Grand-Père, mort
en 1979, le 26 décembre,
me laissant ses cahiers, inachevés.
Son testament m’est ainsi rappelé :
ne pas procrastiner.
(Mais sûrement il aurait apprécié
ma bar mitsvah à trois fois 13 années.)

A quarter of a century later…
in millions of years, the world will only remember
the story of Moses and our legend…
With the benefit of a distant vision
I consider baptism.
This makes Titi, who so looks like
the ange au sourire, cry.
My adopted godmother as well.
One of them reminds me in writing
of the suffering of our forebears.
I take two steps back
and celebrate the bar mitzvah
as I hit 39,
thinking 13 x 3 = 39.
The Rabbi had long stopped waiting for me.
His sermon focuses on 26,
the numerical value of G -d’s name.

JI DACHUN • Sing A Song For You • oil on canvas, painted in 2005 • 110 x 150cm •
MaGMA Collection
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GARÇON D’HONNEUR

AU JARDIN

Il y a un peu du Wedding Banquet :
le père de Rayon de Lune m’embrasse,
alors que nous fêtons notre PACS.

We celebrate our very own wedding banquet
in the Botanic Gardens
after registering our civil union
at the French Embassy.

Dans ce film de 1993, les parents d’un étudiant
taïwanais vont le voir aux États-Unis
pour arranger son mariage.
Or, le petit chéri cohabite avec Simon,
un blondinet mignon.
L’acteur : Mitchell Lichtenstein, fils de Roy.

Drew also “married” French.
Before us; and we got certificate number 3!
I am bewildered when Moonbeam’s father
kisses me on each cheek
in a simple gesture of acceptance.
He must have observed
my parents and I displaying affection.
We’d gone on some sort of pre-nuptial vacation
with my parents and Moonbeam’s.
Darling darling… A hint of our telephone ring.

WEI GUANGQING • Made in China – Jin Ping Mei No. 1 • acrylic on canvas, painted in 2004 • 150 x 120cm •
MaGMA Collection
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EN QUÊTE

FRIEND OF DOROTHY’S

I. Wilson, c’est Isabel,
la mère de Mitchell,
qui a perdu son chat ;
ou moi, fils de Guil,
trace d’une vie passée ?

My ex is in the plane!

La veuve de Roy, Dorothy,
dont l’anniversaire est aussi le 26 octobre
me confirme :
en 1964 ils se sont rencontrés,
deux ans après qu’il ait peint le Calendrier.
212-288-4820,
c’était le numéro de Leo Castelli.
Et si vous appeliez ?

I cried for a few years after our break-up.
He couldn’t accept a gay lifestyle.
I didn’t understand then
what God had to do with it.
Moonbeam and I are flying to New York,
to meet Mitchell.
The “I. Wilson” inscription
refers to his mother, Isabel,
and we learn that his stepmother’s birthday
is October 26,
like Moonbeam’s.
The plot thickens:
Roy and Dorothy met only in 1964,
two years after Calendar was created.
Hmm. The Wizard of Oz married Dorothy.
Why this green dog?

ZHOU CHUNYA • Green Dog No. 8 • oil on canvas, painted in 2004 • 120 x 150cm •
MaGMA Collection
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PANZA

VISITING VARESE

Il aida le MOCA à se monter,
le premier propriétaire du Calendrier

On Kawara is obsessed with the passage of time.
He considered eternity with his dizzying books:
One Million Year [Past] and One Million Year [Future].

Il possédait aussi trois Date Paintings
d’On Kawara
le peintre de l’Éternité
dont le 26 Octobre 1971
un an exactement
avant la naissance de Rayon de Lune.
C’est pertinent,
les Chinois naissent avec l’âge d’un an.
Le comte Panza,
né la même année que Roy,
meurt en 2010,
le jour où nous démontons
notre première exposition,
dévoilée le 23 mars,
son anniversaire.

Count Panza,
the original owner of “my” Calendar,
owned three of Kawara’s date series,
including October 26, 1971.
Of course, October 26,
that’s Moonbeam’s birthday.
He was born in 1972, 鼠年.
Babies are one-year-old at birth
as I understand Chinese tradition.
Our collector mentor passed away
precisely as we dismantled our first exhibition.
His birthday was on opening day.

YANG YONGLIAN • Phantom Landscape 1 No. 1 (detail) • inkjet on fine art paper, executed in 2006 • 532 x 30cm •
MaGMA Collection
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ENTÊTE

HEAD LICE

Compte de Faits :
« Il était une fois »
Rayon de Lune et moi,
le Calendrier après un mois,
puis la voix de Roy
et une vision en mars 2000,
d’où la bar mitsvah tardive
et l’université d’été du CNRS,
où je traduis le premier mot de la Torah
par il était une fois.

Could we cast Whoopi Goldberg
as Sister Leocadie from Togo?

Jérusalem : ma fleur de sœur
suggère « Il était une foi » ;
André Chouraqui
valide mon interprétation,
l’une de 70 pour chaque verset.

I tentatively decipher bereshit,
scratch my head,
and discard the usual “In the beginning”, as in

Il meurt huit ans jour pour jour
après ma rencontre avec Rayon de Lune,
alors que je viens de terminer
la première ébauche
de L’Histoire du Calendrier.

She too got embarked
on this biblical Hebrew course
at a summer university in Lyon.
The task given to me on the last day
is to translate the first word of the Bible,

בראשית

“In the beginning,
God created the heavens and the earth”:
the definite article is missing.
I propose: “In a beginning”,
and then, inspired:
“Once upon a time”.

ZHANG LINHAI • Purple Series No. 2 • oil on canvas, painted in 2006 • 150 x 115cm •
MaGMA Collection
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DÉMON DE MIDI
Quelle fin
pour cette Histoire du Calendrier ?
Je veux cristalliser
nos moments d’éternité ;
Rayon de Lune est réservé.
Je me révolte contre un destin
via une toile imposé.

MEET THE SECRETARY
Be careful if you keep playing mahjong,
one day you come home
and the husband’s gone with the secretary.
Moonbeam was warned.
Well, it’s kind of what happened.
Did I fall for
a modern incarnation of the Snake?
I guess it was my turn to make the mistake.

ZENG FANZHI • Untitled (Mr Dai) • oil on canvas, painted in 2005 • 110 x 150cm •
MaGMA Collection
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POST IT

FATHER’S DAY

On nous suggère d’exposer
à La Maison Rouge.
Singapour-Paris
avec un petit warm up magmatique :
Le Figaro interviewe Antoine de Galbert,
qui vient d’inaugurer
Voyage dans ma tête.

We want to show MaGMA in Paris.
Everyone and their dog
recommend the same place.

J’y vais. Des objets en trois dimensions,
des coiffes à plume
de Papouasie, du Brésil, d’Afrique,
sauf, sur le mur d’introduction,
ce petit dessin de Robert Malaval,
Le Béret Basque Authentique
(des coiffes ethniques,
il y en a même en bas de chez nous).

A tribal headgear exhibition is on,
amongst the artefacts, one drawing only:
a guy with May 21, 1962 inscribed in his head!
As if G-d left me a post-it.
And the pleasure to offer such statistics
to a major de Polytechnique.

Dans sa tête, une petite histoire
qui commence avec « 21 mai 1962 »,
comme un post-it signé D.ieu
« À Paris, c’est ici
que vous faites votre exposition ».

ROBERT MALAVAL • Le Béret Basque Authentique • ink on paper, drawn in 1962 • 32.5 x 23cm •
Collection Antoine de Galbert
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PLONGEONS

EYE OF THE TIGER

Nous contemplons cette acquisition,
quand un ami bien musclé
meurt brutalement.
Abusait-il de stéroïdes ?

There was this painting by Masriadi
that we had first seen at an art fair in Singapore.
It portrayed a journalist
aggressively interviewing a politician.
I nicknamed the work: “are you Sirius?”
Perhaps the legendary founder of Le Monde
reincarnated in Indonesia!
We did not acquire the piece—
but became interested in Masriadi.

He, si vous demandiez à ce proche
le secret de sa gonflette,
avec Masriadi,
vous pourriez sauver une vie.

This particular work reminds us
of one of our close friends,
a business executive cum party animal
who likes to display his impressive body
on the dance floor.
The painting’s been hanging in our dining room,
it’s as if we invite him over for dinner,
fully equipped with his fork and spoon.
On a more somber note,
another of our friends died suddenly,
shortly before the auction.
He was also quite built up.
I wonder if steroids played a part in his heart attack.
Maybe a painting can save a life.
One changed mine.

NYOMAN MASRIADI • My Body Is Not Big Enough • oil on canvas, painted in 2001 • 200 x 145cm •
MaGMA Collection
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QUE NOTRE
VOLONTÉ SOIT FÊTE

CONFESSION ON
THE DANCE FLOOR

De toute éternité,
je suis l’un des Archanges
celui qu’on appelle

In an instant, I tasted eternity
and thought I would dance on the paddy field,
with intense moments in Moonbeam’s arms,
once in a blue moon.

Gabriel.
Comme tous mes pairs,
j’ai des ailes de 18 mètres
qui se démultiplient
à l’infini
pour les figures
de chorégraphie divine.
Et j’adore danser…

Paradigme du Paradis,
Paradigm of Paradise:
study carefully with me
the G, the M, the S, the E,
how our initials, and Satan,
and the forbidden fruit
move from French to English.
Au nom de D.ieu, la Vérité !

SU XINPING • Icon No. 1 • charcoal on paper, executed in 2004 • 240 x 330cm •
MaGMA Collection
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Qu’ils durent toujours !

ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Marianne BERNARD was born in Paris in 1908
and passed away in 1993. She was a French artist
and the maternal grandmother of one of the
founders of the MaGMA Collection. The book
cover presented here dates from her student
days at the École des Beaux Arts, Paris. Most of
her artistic creation was stolen in Paris during
World War II while she was a refugee in New York.
She was born and died on the same day and
month, June 29, Saints-Peter-and-Paul Day in the
Catholic calendar.

David CHAN was born in Singapore in 1979
and graduated from LASALLE-SIA College of the
Arts in 2003 and the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology, Australia in 2004. He lives and
works in Singapore. David Chan paints animals
situated in circumstances of everyday life and
which often take on the appearances of humans.
These works deploy similes and metaphors
to comment on the human condition in
contemporary society. His latest solo exhibition
Every Trick Only Needs One Truth was at Art
Seasons Gallery, Singapore (2013).

JI Dachun was born in Jiangsu, China in 1968
and presently lives and works in Beijing. He
graduated from the Central Academy of Fine
Arts in 1993. Deploying a visual language of the
absurd, Ji Dachun juxtaposes objects, forms and
contexts in an irreverent style current to Chinese
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contemporary art. He has exhibited widely in
Asia, including the Guangzhou Triennial (2002),
the Gwangju Biennale Special Exhibition (2012)
and has held solo exhibitions at the Posco Art
Museum, Seoul and Base Gallery, Tokyo.

Roy LICHTENSTEIN was born in New York on
October 27, 1923. One of the foremost artists
of the last century, his influence on advertising
and pop culture is immense. He taught art in the
1950s and early 60s. His breakthrough came with
Look Mickey in 1961, the first picture to employ a
comic strip as subject matter and one of the most
memorable pieces in the pop art movement,
which he co-created. Roy Lichtenstein’s use of
familiar subjects like advertising themes and comic
strips makes his art easily accessible and iconic. He
died on September 29, 1997 in New York, about
two years before the encounter described in
MaGMA 2126 Honeymoon at the Mondrian.

Robert MALAVAL was born in Nice on July 29,
1937. He is sometimes introduced as the creator
of a French version of pop art. Rock music played
an important part in his inspiration and he often
included sound in his creations. In the early 1960s,
he is inspired by Nice’s carnival and creates a series
of papier mâché sculptures. The drawing presented
here was included in the show titled Voyage
dans ma tête at La Maison Rouge in Paris in 2010.
Malaval committed suicide on 8 or 9 August 1980.

Nyoman MASRIADI was born in Gianyar, Bali
in 1973. He was trained at the Indonesia Fine
Arts Institute in Yogyakarta where he lives and
works now. One of the very first contemporary
Balinese artists who eased himself away from
an encompassing concern with Balinese life,
culture and traditions, his visual vocabulary is
provocative and instantly recognisable. Painting
black and brown-skinned figures, Nyoman
Masriadi takes painting as a language to articulate
his observation and thoughts of contemporary
life and pop culture. In 2008, he held his first
solo exhibition of past works at the Singapore
Art Museum and was also featured in group
exhibitions at the Taipei MOCA, Taiwan; and the
Shanghai Museum of Contemporary Art, China.

SU Xinping was born in 1960 in Jining, Inner
Mongolia and graduated from the Tianjin
Institute of Fine Arts in 1983 and from the
Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 1989. A
specialist in print-making, he has held numerous
solo exhibitions, including at the Red Gate Gallery
in Beijing, the Singapore Tyler Print Institute, and
various institutions and galleries in places as
diverse as Paris, Cleveland, London, Guangzhou
and Madrid.

Agus SUWAGE was born in 1959 in Purworejo,
Central Java, and now lives and works in
Yogyakarta. He trained in graphic design at
the Bandung Institute of Technology but soon
gave up his career in graphic design to focus
on art. Hailed to be one of the leading figures
in Indonesian contemporary art, he works in a
variety of media including painting, installation
and sculpture to examine aspects of religion,

mortality and life, often in self-portraiture. Agus
Suwage has exhibited in over 150 solo and group
exhibitions across Asia, Europe and America
including the Asia Pacific Triennial, Brisbane;
National Portrait Gallery, Australia; Singapore Tyler
Print Institute and the Taipei MOCA, Taiwan.

WANG Guangyi was born in Harbin,
Heilongjiang in 1957 and graduated from the
Jiejiang Fine Arts Academy in 1984. He is one
of most recognisable figures in the Chinese
Pop Art movement, articulating a critique of
western values and consumerism culture through
the visual language of Chinese Communist
Party-era propaganda material. His works have
been included in international exhibitions and
biennales, including at the 45th Venice Biennale
(1993). In 2012, he held a retrospective exhibition
at the Today Art Museum, Beijing and he has
exhibited in numerous solo and group shows
in galleries and museums in Europe and Asia
including the Groninger Museum, Groninger,
Netherlands; Saatchi Gallery, London, UK; and
National Museum of Contemporary Art, Korea.

WEI Guangqing was born in 1963 in Huangshi
City, Hubei Province and now lives in Wuhan.
He graduated from the painting department at
the Zhejiang Academy of Fine Arts. A painter
and illustrator, he employs imageries of pop art
and graphic illustration in his works and is noted
as a leading artist in the Chinese Political Pop
movement. His works juxtaposes tradition and
modernity, encouraging viewers to do a double
take of familiar narratives and images. He has
exhibited in numerous exhibitions around the
world, including the ShanghArt Gallery, Shanghai,
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China; He Xiangning Art Museum, Shenzhen,
China; and Palazzo Cavour, Torino, Italy.

YANG Shaobin was born in Tangshan, Hebei
Province in 1963 and studied fine art at the
Hebei Polytechnic. Before being an artist, Yang
Shaobin was a police officer. His portraits of
deformed and grotesque figures are created with
the self-declared intent to elicit discomfort from
viewers of his works and are meant to encourage
examination and reflection of society and human
relations. Yang Shaobin has exhibited extensively
across the globe, including the Kunsthalle
Hamburg, Germany; Tate Liverpool, UK; Museum
of Fine Arts Bern, Switzerland and has also
represented China at the Venice Biennale (1999).

YANG Yongliang was born in Shanghai in 1980.
He graduated from the Shanghai Art & Design
Academy and the China Academy of Art. Yang
Yongliang deploys the new media of digital
photography to create poetic images of ancient
Chinese landscape paintings. From afar, the images
appear to be traditional compositions but once
closer, the viewer realises that this idyll landscape
is built from an agglomeration of urban buildings
and structures. This visual contradiction embodies
the dilemma and struggles faced by Chinese
cities between the progress of urbanisation and
the protection of natural and cultural heritage. A
young promising artist, Yang Yongliang has already
exhibited extensively around the world. He won the
Discovery Award in 2009 at the Rencontres d’Arles,
and has exhibited in solo and group exhibitions at
the Schoeni Gallery, Hong Kong; Magda Danysz
Gallery in Paris and Shanghai; and also at the
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne.
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YUE Minjun was born in Daqing, Heilongjiang
in 1962 and moved to Beijing where he now lives
and works. He graduated from the oil painting
department of the Hebei Normal University. Yue
Minjun is one of the key artists in the Chinese
Cynical Realist art movement. A dominant part of
his painting practice centres on laughter. He paints
figures in all manner and guise in different states
of laughter, making profound and open-ended
commentaries on humankind in the process. Yue
Minjun’s works are collected by major museum
institutions and important private collections
worldwide, including the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, CP Foundation, Washington D.C.,
and NUS Museum, Singapore. His works have also
been presented in major biennales such as the
Venice Biennale (1999), Guangzhou Triennal (2002)
and exhibited in museums and galleries across
Asia, Europe and America such as the Asia Society,
New York; Fondation Cartier, Paris, and Chengdu
MOCA, Chengdu.
ZENG Fanzhi was born in 1964 in Wuhan, Hubei
Province. He graduated from the Hubei Academy
of Fine Arts in 1991 and is now based in Beijing.
Best known for his mask series of paintings
which have become emblems of the assertion
for personal identity in the contemporary society
we live in, Zeng Fanzhi’s œuvre is in fact more
extensive, extending to landscapes and paintings
where politically-charged motifs are deployed
also. These works map out the fast-changing
terrain of contemporary Chinese society. He
has exhibited extensively in China in various
biennales, group exhibitions and solo exhibitions.
A retrospective of his works was held at the
Singapore Art Museum (2007) and Musée d’Art

LI SHAN, Reading, acrylic on canvas, painted in 2002, 285 x 110cm, MaGMA Collection

Moderne de la Ville de Paris (2013) and he has
held solo exhibitions in Asia and Europe including
the Gagosian Gallery, Hong Kong; Rockbund Art
Museum, Shanghai; and Gallery Hyundai, Seoul.

ZHANG Linhai was born in 1963 in Shanghai,
and lives and works in Beijing. He graduated from
the Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts in engraving
but works dominantly in painting. Painting bald
young boys set within recognisably Chinese
landscape of wasteland, countryside or the city,
Zhang Linhai’s works recall the sufferings he
had as a polio stricken boy and hence express
complex emotional states. He has worked
extensively with Schoeni Art Gallery, Hong Kong
and held a survey exhibition of old and new
works at Today Art Museum, Beijing in 2008.

Kassel Academy of Fine Art. The green dog is the
leitmotif in his paintings; imageries of a German
shepherd that he owned. Zhou Chunya expresses
an admirable range of emotions and state of
being, painting the same subject over and over.
He has exhibited in Europe, America and Asia,
including the Fondation D’Art Contemporain
Florence-Daniel Guerlain, France (2003), Soobin
Art Gallery, Singapore (2005) and the Houston
Museum of Fine Arts, USA (2007).

ZHOU Chunya was born in 1955 in Chongqing,
Sichuan Province, and currently lives and works
in Chengdu. He graduated from the Sichuan
Academy of Fine Arts in 1982 and moved to
Germany where he furthered his studies at the
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